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IT Services is the first 100% customer-focused guide to satisfying the consumers of your company’s IT services -- and building the loyalty your IT organization needs. In this book, three leading IT professionals present a fully integrated, comprehensive approach to service delivery in today’s global, distributed environments.

 You’ll discover how to establish processes, service and cost models, performance measurements, and "stretch" goals that achieve clear business benefits-and then transform those goals into reality. 

	
     Proven results, benchmarks, and case studies -- not just theory!  

    
	
     Linking goal-setting, process development, and metrics to the goals of the enterprise -- step-by-step  

    
	
     Gaining buy-in from management, internal customers, and external suppliers  

    
	
     Building stable, predictable and cost-effective application support infrastructures  

    
	
     Structuring support services for maximum effectiveness  

    


 Applicable to both in-house and outsourced operations, IT Services offers a total roadmap for executives building enterprise-wide operations centers; practical help for managers seeking to deliver cost-effective support; and invaluable insight for IT "customers" who need to know what they can expect from their technology professionals.
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Managing Data with Excel (Business Solutions)Que, 2004
The Business Solutions series was created to provide professionals like you with books that are focused on a specific use or application of a software product. Managing Data with Excel is the ONLY book that focuses on efficient and effective data management, including designing the layout of data on the worksheet and knowing which functions to use...
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Atmospheric Pressure Plasma for Surface ModificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This Book’s focus and intent is to impart an understanding of the practical application of atmospheric plasma for the advancement of a wide range of current and emerging technologies. The primary key feature of this book is the introduction of over thirteen years of practical experimental evidence of successful surface modifications by...
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Agile Oracle Application ExpressApress, 2012

	Before Oracle Application Express (APEX) can be discussed in the light of Agile software development, the stage must be set by defining, for the purposes of this book, what is meant by Agile software development.


	This chapter introduces you to the core principles of Agile software development. The core principles were...
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Writing and Designing Manuals, Third EditionCRC Press, 2000

	A survival guide for writers in the real-world, Writing and Designing Manuals, Third Edition has become a standard reference for technical writers and editors. Readable and practical, it addresses all aspects of manual development from choosing a format to writing effective warnings. Not limited to text elements, the manual also provides...
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Visual Basic 2005 Cookbook: Solutions for VB 2005 Programmers (Cookbooks)O'Reilly, 2006
This book will help you solve more than 300 of the most common and not-so-common tasks that working Visual Basic 2005 programmers face every day. If you're a seasoned .NET developer, beginning Visual Basic programmer, or a developer seeking a simple and clear migration path from VB6 to Visual Basic 2005, the ...
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CompTIA A+ Certification: Comprehensive 2009 (Ilt Series)Crisp Learning, 2011

	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads you through these activities, you will learn the skills and concepts effectively.
...
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